Background Albumin-to-Alkaline Phosphatase Ratio (ALB/ALP ratio, AAPR), a newly developed index of liver function, has been rarely discussed about its prognostic value in malignancies. The current study attempted to evaluate the prognostic prediction of AAPR in advanced HCC. Methods 237 advanced HCC patients who refused any standard anti-cancer therapies were retrospectively analyzed. The threshold value of AAPR was determined by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Univariate analyses using Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test, and multivariate analysis using Cox proportional hazards regression model were conducted. Comparisons of ROC curves and likelihood ratio test (LRT) were utilized to compare the value of different factors in predicting survival. Results ROC curve analysis confirmed 0.38 as the optimal cutoff value of AAPR in evaluating overall survival (OS). Patients with an AAPR > 0.38 exhibited significantly lower frequencies of ascites, portal vein tumor thrombus, Child-Pugh grade B & C, and KPS < 70 (all P < 0.05). These patients also displayed a longer median survival time than those with an AAPR ≤ 0.38 (5.8 m vs 2.4 m, P < 0.01). Univariate and multivariate analyses identified AAPR as an independent prognostic indicator (HR = 0.592, P = 0.007). Furthermore, we integrated AAPR with TNM system and found that area under curve of AAPR-TNM system was significantly larger than that of TNM system when predicting 3-month survival (0.670 vs 0.611, P < 0.01). Moreover, LRT indicated that AAPR-TNM system had a significantly larger χ 2 (26.4 vs 16.4, P < 0.01) and a significantly smaller Akaike information criterion value (1936 vs 1948, P < 0.01) comparing with TNM system. Conclusions Our study implied that AAPR was a potentially valuable prognostic index for advanced HCC patients without receiving any standard anti-cancer therapies. AAPR-TNM system preceded TNM system in predicting overall survival in this study.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the second primary cause of malignancy-related mortality in males and the sixth in females, giving rise to approximately 745,500 deaths worldwide [1] . Hepatic resection and liver transplantation are effective curative treatment modalities for HCC in conditions of localized tumors originating from non-cirrhotic liver or from cirrhotic liver with adequate liver function [2] . Due to limited specific symptoms, most HCC patients in China are initially diagnosed in advanced stage, which cannot be treated by surgery [3] . Though with robust development of local interventional treatments, targeted agents (sorafenib) and immunotherapies, the outcomes of these treatments remain heterogeneous in advanced HCC [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, prognostic factors or biomarkers which help survival prediction and clinical decision-making, are still urgent to be studied nowadays. Clinicopathological features including extrahepatic tumor lesions, portal vein tumor thrombus (PVTT), microvascular invasion and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes were reported as prognostic factors for HCC [9, 10] . Furthermore, multifarious serum and tissue biomarkers have been investigated for their potential prognostic value in HCC, which includes alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), albumin (ALB), bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase (ALP), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and soluble VEGF receptor-1 (sVEGFR-1) [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In addition to prognostic factors or biomarkers, staging systems have prognostic values as well. More than ten staging systems have been defined, and some of them have been applied to predicting survival and guiding therapeutic regimen for patients with HCC. The most widely applied staging systems include the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) system, and the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM staging system [15] [16] [17] .
To our consensus, the outcomes of patients with HCC relies on tumor burden, residual hepatic function, performance status and treatment modalities. As an index related to liver function, albumin-to-alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR) is a newly noticeable marker in predicting survival of malignancies [18] . Only one study reported AAPR as an independent prognostic indicator for HCC patients receiving surgery and palliative therapy [19] . Nevertheless, its prognostic value in advanced HCC patients without undergoing any standard anti-cancer therapy, remains unknown. This cohort of patients exhibits a natural progress of HCC, which deserves our careful study for more valuable factors predicting survival.
In present study, we for the first time analyzed a group of advanced HCC cases without undergoing any standard anti-cancer treatments, and investigated the prognostic significance of AAPR and its association with other clinicopathological features.
Methods

Patient selection and evaluation
We retrieved medical records of the patients who were diagnosed with HCC and hospitalized in The Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University from June 2006 to October 2010.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) diagnosis as advanced HCC was confirmed by pathological examination or conformed to radiological criteria from the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases [20] , and exhibited stage C or D according to BCLC system; (2) without receiving any standard anti-cancer therapies recommended by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines, according to their own wills and decisions [21] . Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) incomplete baseline metabolic panel data; (2) synchronal malignancies; (3) being lost to follow-up within six months.
According to the NCCN guidelines, patients were regularly followed up every 3-6 months for 2 years, then every 6-12 months in either outpatient clinic or inpatient department. Additionally, we conducted telephone interviews to those who did not come back to our hospital.
Written informed consent was obtained from the included patients or their family members. The clinical ethics committee of The Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, China) approved all procedures conducted in present study, which conformed to the norm of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Data collection
Patients' clinical information was reviewed and acquired from the hospital database. The overall survival (OS) time, defined as the time from diagnosis to death of any cause or to the date of the last follow-up, was set as our primary outcome.
Medical history, physical and laboratory examination, and imaging tests were collected at the time of their initial diagnosis of advanced HCC, then were analyzed for baseline evaluation. Tumor-related characteristics including the number of tumor nodules, maximum tumor diameter, PVTT and distant metastasis were acquired from medical imaging tests. At the time of initial diagnosis of advanced HCC, serum levels of ALB and ALP were derived from hepatic biochemistry examination, which was measured following the recommended procedures of the automatic biochemical analyzer. The AAPR was computed by dividing the serum ALB level by the serum ALP level, which ALB is in g/L and ALP in U/L.
Statistical analysis
Chi-square test and Fisher's exact test (two-tailed) were applied to compare difference of categorical variables between groups, and Mann-Whitney test was used for those between medians. By setting OS as the endpoint, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was utilized to determine the optimal threshold value of AAPR as the Youden index reached its maximum [22] . Consequently, patients were distributed into either a low-AAPR group or a high-AAPR group. Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test were conducted in univariate analyses for estimation of survival data between/among different groups. Subsequently, those significant factors were then analyzed by a Cox proportional hazards regression model (backward method) to distinguish potentially independent prognostic factors. Comparisons of ROC curves and likelihood ratio test (LRT) were conducted to compare the ability of different factors in predicting OS. All statistical analyses were accomplished by using SPSS (version 24.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), Medcalc (version 15.8; MedCalc Software bvba, Acacialaan, Belgium) and Graphpad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). A P value less than 0.05 was taken for indication of statistical significance.
Results
Patient characteristics
As shown in Table 1 Interestingly, different levels of AAPR were found in a series of subsets when we stratified patients according to their different status of ascites, PVTT, Child-Pugh grade and KPS. As shown in Figure 1 , the AAPR was significantly lower in patients with ascites than those without (0.186 vs 0.291, P < 0.001), with PVTT than those without (0.201 vs 0.287, P < 0.001), with Child-Pugh grade B and C than those with grade A (0.189 vs 0.338, P < 0.001), and with KPS < 70 than those with KPS ≥ 70 (0.208 vs 0.238, P = 0.009).
Comparison of patients between the low-AAPR and high-AAPR groups
ROC curve was performed with the OS setting as the state variable and with AAPR setting as the test variable for OS. Consequently, the optimal threshold value for AAPR was 0.38 with 85.5% sensitivity and 39.1% specificity. Patients were dichotomized into either the low-AAPR group (AAPR ≤ 0.38) or the high-AAPR group (AAPR > 0.38) afterwards.
Finally, 195 and 42 patients were included in the low-and the high-AAPR groups, respectively. Clinicopathological characteristics between the groups were balanced for the most parts except the status of ascites, PVTT, Child-Pugh grade and KPS ( Table 2) . Consistent with our previous results, patients in low-AAPR group exhibited significantly higher frequencies of ascites, PVTT, Child-Pugh grade B and C, and KPS <70 (all P < 0.05). 
Survival analysis
The 3-month, 6-month and 12-month survival rates were 42.6%, 28.2% and 15.4% in low-AAPR group, while 81.0%, 45.2% and 28.6% in high-AAPR group, respectively. Patients in low-AAPR group displayed a shorter median OS time than those in high-AAPR group (2.4 m vs 5.8 m, P < 0.01). To explore the prognostic factors for OS, the survival curves were stratified by gender, age, ascites, KPS, AFP, BUN, ALB, ALP, Child-Pugh grade, T category, lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, PVTT and AAPR, respectively (Figure 2) . As shown in the univariate analyses, all factors above were significant indicators for OS (all P < 0.05) except gender (P = 0.111), KPS (P = 0.175), ALB (P = 0.549), and distant metastasis (P = 0.195) ( Table 3) .
Next, we conducted multivariate analysis to further identify the prominently independent prognostic factors for OS. The significant indicators in the univariate analyses were then included in Cox proportional hazards model using a backward stepwise method. As shown in Table 3 , AAPR was indicated as an independent prognostic index (HR = 0.592, P = 0.007), implying that AAPR larger than 0.38 was correlated with a survival benefit or longer survival time. Other independent factors in this study contained age, serum AFP and BUN levels, Child-Pugh grade and T category.
Previous studies have reported that pretreatment level of ALB and ALP were both prognostic factors for HCC [23, 24] . Comparison of ROC curves revealed that area under curve (AUC) of AAPR was relatively larger than that of ALB or ALP alone in predicting OS time (0.619 vs 0.535 vs 0.543 for AAPR, ALB and ALP, respectively), which implied that AAPR served better than ALB or ALP alone as a prognostic indicator for OS in this study (Figure 3) . 
Comparison of AAPR-TNM and TNM staging systems
For more reliable outcomes, we integrated AAPR with TNM staging system. OS curves stratified by TNM and AAPR-TNM systems were showed in Figure 4 -A&B. The median survival time of patients in AAPR-TNM grade 4 to 5 was shorter than 3 months. Comparison of ROC curves exhibited that the AUC of AAPR-TNM system was significantly larger than that of TNM system when predicting 3-month survival time (0.670 vs 0.611, P < 0.01) (Figure 4-C) . As for overall survival, LRT indicated that AAPR-TNM system has a significantly larger χ 2 (26.4 vs 16.4, P < 0.01), and a significantly smaller Akaike information criterion (AIC) value (1936 vs 1948, P < 0.01) comparing with TNM system, which indicated that AAPR-TNM system outperformed TNM system in predicting OS time ( Table 4) .
Discussion
Our present study mainly concentrated on evaluating the prognostic value of AAPR in advanced HCC patients without receiving any standard anti-cancer therapies. These patients reflected a natural progress of HCC and were worth being studied. Our investigation implied that AAPR was an independent prognostic index in advanced HCC; AAPR-TNM system precedes TNM system in predicting overall survival. Table 4 . Comparisons of the value of TNM and AAPR-TNM systems in predicting prognosis of overall survival among the patients in present study.
Staging system
Likelihood ratio test Liver function test is an economically effective and easily accessible laboratory test for assessing liver function in clinical practice. Two important items of this test are serum levels of ALB and ALP. Serum ALB level mainly reflects the protein synthetic capability of liver, and is influenced by both fundamental chronic liver dysfunction and systemic immunological response to either tumor itself or inflammatory microenvironment in HCC [25] . As an essential index of nutrition, ALB was reported with the ability to stabilize cell growth and proliferation [26] , exert antioxidant reaction to against carcinogenesis [27] , and modulate immune reaction to ameliorate liver function [28] . Therefore, low level of ALB not only indicates insufficient hepatic function, but also reflects underperformance of human defense including cellular and humoral immunity, which possibly results in cancer patients' inert response to anti-cancer therapies. ALP is a hydrolytic enzyme that dephosphorylates and transphosphorylates molecules including nucleotides (adenosine triphosphate, adenosine biphosphate), pathogen-associated molecule patterns and danger-associated molecule patterns [29] . With multiple isoforms, ALP exists throughout the human body, but mainly in the liver, bile duct, bone and placenta. The serum ALP level increases during pregnancy or under some pathological conditions including cholangiocarcinoma, HCC, biliary cirrhosis and liver injury [30] . The level of ALP was reported as an independent prognostic biomarker for patients with HCC [23] and as a variable integrated into some clinical staging systems such as the Chinese University Prognostic Index (CUPI) system to predict survival [31] .
First reported by Anthony and colleagues, AAPR performed as an independent predictor of progress-free survival and overall survival for HCC patients who underwent curative surgery or palliative anti-cancer therapies [19] . Nevertheless, the prognostic role of AAPR in advanced HCC patients without receiving any standard anti-cancer treatments, remains unknown. In our present study, the level of AAPR was significantly lower in patients with ascites, or with PVTT as opposed to those without. Similar results were exhibited in patients being Child-Pugh grade B&C, or with KPS < 70 comparing with those being Child-Pugh grade A, or with KPS ≥ 70. A 0.38 cutoff value of AAPR was applied in predicting survival in this study. AAPR less than 0.38 was correlated with higher frequencies of ascites, PVTT, Child-Pugh grade B&C, and KPS < 70, and more importantly, shorter median survival time. Both univariate and multivariate analyses indicated an independent prognostic role of AAPR in predicting OS. Comparison of ROC curves implied that AAPR preceded ALB or ALP alone as a prognostic index for OS in advanced HCC. Furthermore, we integrated AAPR with TNM system and found that AAPR-TNM system outperformed TNM system in predicting OS, which might help clinical decision-making in regards of executing targeted treatments and immunotherapy. The median survival of patients in AAPR-TNM grade 4 to 5 was shorter than 3 months, which means these patients might not be suitable for clinical trials. However, independent cohorts of advanced HCC are needed to further confirm the practical utility of AAPR-TNM staging system.
To our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on validating the prognostic potential of AAPR in advanced HCC without receiving standard anti-cancer therapy. AAPR is a simple but discriminatory and objective variable, and is easier employed in clinical practice. Moreover, association of AAPR and other clinicopathological characteristics were explored in this study. Last but not least, all enrolled patients did not receive any standard anti-cancer treatments, which eliminated interruptions from anti-cancer treatment modalities and exhibited a relatively natural development of HCC.
However, some limitations of this study must be clarified. Firstly, as a retrospective study, selection bias still exists though both inclusion and exclusion criteria were strictly performed. Secondly, the number of patients included in this study was small, and all patients were from one single center. Thirdly, a lack of validation cohorts limits the further confirmation of AAPR as an independent indicator for patients with advanced HCC. As an index combined by ALB and ALP, low AAPR may reflect a poor nutrition status, exhausted liver function, inactive immune reaction, and invasive tumor form, all of which may lead to poor prognosis. But molecular mechanisms of the correlation between AAPR and prognosis need to be further elucidated.
To sum up, our present study suggested that AAPR was a potentially valuable prognostic index in advanced HCC patients without receiving standard anti-cancer therapy. AAPR-TNM system precedes TNM system in predicting overall survival in present study. Larger scale and multi-center research is warranted for further confirmation.
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